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Surface/interface-roughness-induced demagnetizing effect in thin magnetic films
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We study the influence of surface/interface roughness on the demagnetizing factor of a thin magnetic film
with a single or a double boundary of self-affine, mound or anisotropic roughness. For a film with a single
self-affine rough boundary, the in-plane demagnetizing factorNxx(yy) is proportional to the interface widthw
square and to the leading order is inversely proportional to the lateral correlation lengthj. The roughness
exponenta is also shown to greatly affectNxx(yy) . For a film with a single mound boundary,Nxx(yy) is
inversely proportional to the apparent correlation length, and also depends on the ratio of the two different
lateral lengths: the average mound separationl and the randomness correlation lengthz. It is also shown that
an anisotropic surface morphology can induce anisotropic in-plane demagnetizing factors. The demagnetizing
anisotropy can be magnified by a morphological anisotropy. Furthermore, we consider films with two rough
boundaries. Besides a general formalism derived for the demagnetizing factor, we investigate how the cross
correlation of the two rough boundaries affects the in-plane demagnetizing factors. Connections between the
demagnetizing factor and thin-film growth mechanisms are also discussed.@S0163-1829~99!12125-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been a great interest on how sur
roughness will affect the properties of thin magnetic film
such as coercivity, magnetic domain structure, magnetiza
reversal, and magnetoresistance.1–4 These magnetic proper
ties greatly affect the applications of thin magnetic films
magnetic recording industry, as well as other application
magnetoelectronics. Many experiments have been perfor
for thin magnetic films with two kinds of rough boundarie
One kind is a film with a single rough boundary.5–7 For
example, Jianget al. studied the relation of the coercivit
versus surface roughness of Co ultrathin films deposited
an atomically flat Cu substrate.5 Vilain et al. investigated the
coercivity versus surface roughness of electrodeposited N
alloy films,6 and Malyutin,et al. showed that the coercivity
of chemically etched Ni-Fe-Co films increases with the s
face roughness.7 Very recently, Freelandet al. using the
x-ray resonant magnetic scattering studied hysteretic be
ior of CoFe thin films with varying roughness.8 They also
found the coercivity increased with the surface roughne
The other kind is a film with double rough boundaries.5,9,10

Recently Liet al.performed a detailed study of thin Co film
deposited on plasma etched Si~100! films.9 They found that
the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy decreases with the incre
of surface roughness. Jianget al. also investigated ultrathin
Co films on an Ar1-sputtered Cu substrate, and found th
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~2!/1216~11!/$15.00
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the coercivity increases with increasing surface roughne5

Kim et al. studied the underlayer Si3N4 roughness on the
coercivity of the Co/Pt multilayers.10 They also found that
the coercivity enhanced with the increase of thickne
~roughness! of the Si3N4 underlayer.

So far there are only a few theoretical examinations d
cussing the effects of surface/interface roughness on m
netic films.11–13 This is probably due to the complicated n
ture of the problem. Physically, all magnetic properties
related to the magnetic energy of a thin film. Besides surfa
interface roughness, many other factors such as film th
ness, composition, crystalline structure of the magnetic fi
magnetic domain distribution and correlation, contribute
the magnetic energy and determine the magnetiza
mechanism of a film. These are very important factors, a
cannot be neglected in practice. However, in order to dis
guish which factor dominates, each factor needs to be inv
tigated individually. In this work, we concentrate on ho
surface/interface roughness affects the magnetic energy
thin film, or alternatively, how boundary roughness infl
ences the demagnetizing factor of a thin film.

In general, the demagnetizing field of a magnetic mate
is caused by the generation of ‘‘magnetic poles’’ near
boundaries due to the finite shape of a material. The m
netic poles give rise to a demagnetizing fieldHd , which is
opposing the applied field. The strength ofHd depends on
the geometry and the magnetization of a materialM :Hd
1216 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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5N¢ •M , whereN¢ is the demagnetizing tensor, depending
the shape of a magnetic object. For a smooth and infi
large thin magnetic film, its boundary in the film plane e
tends to infinity, and the demagnetizing factor in the fi
plane should be zero, but the demagnetizing factor along
out-of-plane direction of a thin film is nonzero. However,
the film is rough, the local roughness features will indu
local in-plane ‘‘magnetic poles,’’ which may result in a no
zero in-plane demagnetizing factor. This problem was
tially treated by Schlo¨mann in the 1970s for a single sinu
soidal rough boundary.11 He found that the in-plane
demagnetizing factorNxx(yy)}D2/l, whereD andl are the
amplitude and the wavelength of the sinusoidal bounda
respectively. Recently, one of us~G.P.! extended this treat
ment to some special statistically rough self-affine surface13

and found thatNxx(yy)}w2/j with w being the surface width
andj being the in-plane roughness correlation length, as w
as a strong dependence on the roughness exponenta of a
surface. In general, surface roughness is determined by
thin-film deposition methods and conditions as well as
initial substrate roughness. Furthermore, the growth fron
a thin film and the substrate roughness are closely relate
the thin-film growth mechanism. A different surface mo
phology such as self-affine, mound or anisotropic surface
be formed from a different growth mechanism. Previous t
oretical works11,13did not consider how these different kind
of morphology and especially the dynamics of grow
mechanism will affect the demagnetizing factors. Expe
mentally it has been shown that substrate roughness can
tribute strongly to the magnetic properties,5,9,10but the quan-
titative connection with theoretical result was not made.11,13

The organization of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II w
derive a general formalism for the demagnetizing factor
thin films with rough boundaries. In Sec. III we consider t
demagnetizing factor of a single rough boundary, where
investigate thoroughly how different surface morpholog
affect this factor. In Sec. IV we investigate the cros
correlation effect of double rough boundaries by taking in
account dynamic growth effects through linear Lange
growth models. In the end, we conclude our results.

II. DEMAGNETIZING FACTORS FOR MAGNETIC FILMS
WITH ROUGH BOUNDARIES

The basic assumptions made here are that the film is
form and single domain with a homogeneous magnetiza
M0 throughout the film. We assume the general case wh
the two interfaces of the magnetic film as shown in Fig. 1
rough. These interfaces are described by the boundariesd/2
1h1(r ) and 2d/21h2(r ), respectively, withhi(r )( i 51,2)
being single-valued random surface height fluctuations. H
r5(x,y) is the in-plane position vector, andd is the average
film thickness. The magnetization in a film can be written

M ~x!5M0FuS z1
d

2
2h2~r ! D2uS z2

d

2
2h1~r ! D G

with x5(r ,z) and u(z) is a step function. According to
Jackson,14 for a uniform magnetization, the magnetic sca
potential can be written as
te
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FM~x!5 R
s

n̂8•M ~x8!

ux2x8u
da8

5E dr 8
~]h1 /]x8!M0x1~]h1 /]y8!M0y2M0z

A~r2r 8!21@z2d/22h1~r 8!#2

2E dr 8
~]h2 /]x8!M0x1~]h2 /]y8!M0y2M0z

A~r2r 8!21@z1d/22h2~r 8!#2
.

~1!

Note thatn̂8 is the surface normal pointing away from th
surface, andda8 is the differential surface area. According
Schlömann,11 the self-energy can be written as

W52
1

2 E drE dzH•M , ~2!

with the magnetic-field strengthH5¹FM . Substituting Eq.
~1! into Eq.~2! ~see Appendix A! we obtain the final expres
sions for the demagnetizing factorsNxx , Nyy , and Nzz in
real space. HereNxx , Nyy , andNzz are the diagonal compo
nents of the demagnetizing tensorN¢ . A similar calculation
can be applied to the nondiagonal componentsNxy , Nyz ,
andNzx . To evaluate further the average in-plane demag
tizing factor, we consider the Fourier transform

h̃i~k!5
1

~2p!2 E hi~r !eik•rdr , ~3!

hi~r !5E h̃i~k!e2 ik•rdk, ~4!

and assume a translation invariant surface/interface:

^h̃i~k!h̃ j~k8!&5
~2p!4

A
^h̃i~k!h̃ j~2k!&d~k1k8!, ~5!

wherei, j 51, 2; and^ & denotes an average over all possib
choices of origins and an ensemble average over all poss
surface configurations. Upon substitution, we obtain the
semble average which finally yields

FIG. 1. A cross section of a rough film lying in thex-y plane.
The growth front is in thez direction. The film thickness isd, with
the boundariesL1 : d/21h1(r ) andL2 : 2d/21h2(r ).
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Nxx'
~2p!4

2dA E dk
kx

2

k
@^uh̃1~k!u2&1^uh̃2~k!u2&

22e2dk^h̃1~k!h̃2~2k!&#. ~6!

A similar expression forNyy can be obtained.Nzz can be
calculated from the orthogonality conditionNzz512Nyy

2Nxx .11 Equation~6! is the basic formula that we will stud
in this paper. However, we should emphasize that the
sumption for Eq.~6! is that w!d, and the average loca
slope is also much less than one.

III. DEMAGNETIZING FACTORS
FOR MAGNETIC FILMS

WITH SINGLE ROUGH BOUNDARY

Magnetic thin-film growth usually commences on a ve
smooth surface. In this caseh250, we may simplify Eq.~6!
to the form11,13

Nxx'
~2p!4

2dA E dk
kx

2

k
^uh̃1~k!u2&, ~7!

which is actually the formula obtained by Schlo¨mann.11

However, Schlo¨mann only considered the case for a sin
soidal rough interface, which may not occur in reality.
fact, due to the inherent noise during growth, the grow
front of a thin film is statistically rough for the majority o
cases. Under different preparation conditions~substrate tem-
perature, pressure, growth rate!, or different growth methods
~physical vapor evaporation, sputtering, chemical va
deposition, etc.!, one may obtain a wide variety of differen
surface morphologies which are inherently related to diff
ent growth mechanisms.

So far, there are three kinds of statistical rough surfa
obtained in thin-film growth~1! Self-affine surface:This
kind of surface usually results from the pure noise driv
mechanism,15 and one needs three parameters to characte
the surface, the interface widthw, the lateral correlation
lengthj, and the roughness exponenta. ~2! Mound surface:
If the surface has a diffusion barrier or has both smoothen
and roughening mechanisms, then a mound surface
obtained.16–18 For this kind of surface, there are two later
length scales that characterize the morphology, namely
average mound separationl and the randomness correlatio
length z.18 ~3! Anisotropic surface:if the substrate has a
anisotropy, the growth front can be anisotropic. Recen
Zhao et al. showed that when growth starts from a smoo
substrate, if different growth mechanisms govern differ
growth directions, one could also obtain an anisotro
surface.19,20 An intuitive question to ask is to what extent
morphological anisotropy will induce a magnetic anisotrop
Since there are two different kinds of anisotropy: late
length anisotropy and scaling anisotropy,20 it is important to
investigate how they would affect the demagnetizing fac
In the following, we shall consider the effects of these s
tistical rough surfaces on the demagnetizing factors.
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A. Isotropic self-affine surface

In this case, one has19–21

^uh̃~k!u2&5
A

~2p!5

aj2w2

~11j2k2!11a . ~8!

Here, w is the interface width describing the fluctuation
the surface height.j is the lateral correlation length within
which the surface heights of any two points are correlat
The roughness exponenta (0,a,1) describes how wiggly
the surface is. Due to the isotropyNxx5Nyy . Substituting
Eq. ~8! into Eq. ~7! we can obtainNxx as22

Nxx'
aw2

2dj H 22a21/2ApG~12a!~jkc!
1/22aFH1/22aS a

jkc
D

2Y1/22aS a

jkc
D G222a11/2ApG~2a!~jkc!

21/22a

3FH21/22aS a11

jkc
D2Y21/22aS a11

jkc
D G J , ~9!

whereHv(x) is the Struve function andYv(x) is the Neu-
mann function,kc is the upper spatial frequency boundar
Note that we assume the statistics is enough that it covers
entire scaling region. This assumption is made through
the whole paper and will not be stated again. Obviously
any self-affine surface, the in-plane demagnetizing facto
its leading order scales asNxx(yy)}w2 /dj. This result is
similar to that obtained in Refs. 11 and 13. Figure 2 sho
how the roughness exponenta affects the demagnetizing
factor. Asa increases from 0.001 to 1, the in-plane dema
netizing factor decreases almost three orders of magnit
The dependence of the demagnetizing factor on the rou
ness exponenta can be understood in the following: th
roughness exponenta essentially represents how much hig
spatial frequency surface components are included in the
face. Asa approaches from 1 to 0~from the smooth facet to
the more wiggly local slope variation!, more and more high-
frequency components are included in the power spectr
which means that the surface has more small features of l
variations. This will generate more ‘‘magnetic poles’’ on th
surface parallel to the film plane, and will give rise to
stronger in-plane demagnetizing field. In fact, this result

FIG. 2. Log-log plot of the in-plane demagnetizing fact
Nxx /N0 as a function of the roughness exponenta for an isotropic
self-affine surface. HereN05w2/dj.
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consistent with Schlo¨mann’s derivation that higher fre
quency component will contribute more to the demagne
ing factor.11 Therefore, asa decreases,Nxx should increase

For a self-affine growth on flat substrates, the dynam
scaling hypothesis can be assumed which states thatw}tb,
andj}t l /z, with b being the growth exponent andz being the
dynamic exponent such thatz5a/b.15 Thus, for linear
growth (d}t) we obtain to the leading order the tempor
variation of the lateral demagnetizing factorNxx
}t2b2b/a21. For example, if the growth is governed by th
surface diffusion,a51 andb51/4 which givesNxx}t23/4,
i.e., with the increase of the growth time the demagnetiz
factor caused by surface roughness diminishes.

B. Isotropic mound surface

In this case, one has18

^uh̃~k!u2&5
A

~2p!5

z2w2

2
expS 2

4p21k2l2

4l2 z2D I 0S pz2k

l D ,

~10!

wherel is the average mound separation,z is the random-
ness correlation length, andI 0(x) is the zeroth-order modi
fied Bessel function. The in-plane demagnetizing factor
be written as

Nxx'
aw2

2d E z2w2k2

2
expS 2

4p21k2l2

4l2 z2D I 0S pz2k

l Ddk

5
4w2

dz
GF3/2

1 GexpS 2
p2z2

l2 D M S 3

2
;1;

p2z2

l2 D , ~11!

with the Kummer’s functionM (p;q;x). In this case, the
apparent lateral correlation lengthj is a function of bothz
andl:18 1/j25(1/z2)1(p2/l2). If we assume a fixed value
of the apparent correlation lengthj, then one can introduce
dummy angle f such that 1/z25(1/j2)cos2 f, p2/l2

5(1/j2)sin2 f, and the demagnetizing factor can be rewr
ten as

Nxx'
8w2

dj
GF3/2

1 G 1

A11g2
exp~2g2!M S 3

2
;1;g2D , ~12!

with g5utanfu5pz/l representing the ratio of the random
ness correlation length to the average mound separa
Equation~12! clearly states that the demagnetizing factor
still inversely proportional to the lateral correlation lengt
and obeys the relationNxx}w2 /dj. Moreover, from Eq.~12!
we can see that for the mound surface, even for the s
lateral correlation, the demagnetizing factor depends also
the ratiog.

Figure 3 shows the demagnetizing factorNxx /N0 as a
function of the ratio g for a fixed j510, and N08
5(8w2/dj)G@ 1

3/2#. Nxx increases with increasingg which
means thatz will contribute significantly to the demagnetiz
ing factor. In general the formation of a mound surface is
result of the competition between roughening and smooth
ing growth mechanisms. Eventually, for a long time, t
roughening mechanism will dominate, which suggests t
the interface widthw may increase exponentially with tim
while the film thickness still grows linearly. One example
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the early stage equation of growth that describes the mo
formation.18 On the other hand, the average local slopew/j
may remain unchanged due to the slope selection.16 There-
fore, the in-plane demagnetizing factor may increase w
growth time asNxx}w2/dj}ept/t, or at least maintains a
constant ifw}t. In addition, as time increases, the ratiog
becomes smaller and the dominated correlation length
be the average mound separationl. Note, however that, if
the interface width grows exponentially, the conditionw/d
!1 required for the validity of the in-plane demagnetizin
factor expansion may not be satisfied for any film thickne
d.

C. Anisotropic self-affine surface

Correlation length anisotropy:First we consider the lat-
eral anisotropy case where one has20

^uh̃~k!u2&5
A

~2p!5

2ajxjyw
2

~11jx
2kx

21jy
2ky

2!11a , ~13!

with jx and jy being the correlation lengths in thex and y
axes, respectively. From Eq.~13! we obtain the demagnetiz
ing factor

Nxx'
ajxjyw

2

pd E
0

2p

duE
0

kc

3
k2 cos2 u

~11jx
2k2 cos2 u1jy

2k2 sin2 u!11a dk. ~14!

Here we have changed the coordinates to cylindrical. If
considerkc→` and 0.5,a,1, and consider the integra
I (x,y)5*0

2p(x cos2 u1y sin2 u)21/2du, we obtain

jx
2Nxx1jy

2Nyy5
Apjxjyw

2G~a21/2!

4pdG~a!
I ~jx

2,jy
2!, ~15!

Nxx1Nyy52
Apjxjyw

2G~a21/2!

2pdG~a! F ]

]x
1

]

]yG I ~jx
2,jy

2!.

~16!

Where I (x,y) can be reduced to an elliptic integral. Equ
tions ~15! and ~16! show that the demagnetizing factor h
the same relation for the roughness exponent as for the

FIG. 3. In-plane demagnetizing factorNxx /N0 as a function of
the lateral ratiopz/l for a mound surface with a fixed appare
lateral correlation lengthj.
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tropic self-affine surface with the relationNxx(yy)}w2/d still
valid. Figure 4 showsNxx /Nyy as a function of the ratio
jx /jy where the anisotropy of in-plane demagnetizing eff
appears to rotate by 90° with respect to the surface morp
ogy anisotropy. The in-plane demagnetizing factor anis
ropy and the lateral length scale anisotropy obey the rela
Nxx /Nyy}(jx /jy)

21.7. This result implies that the slight an
isotropy of surface morphology will amplify the in-plane d
magnetizing effect. Therefore, such a result indicates
surface morphology anisotropy will have a great impact
the anisotropy of the magnetic properties. We demonstra
recently that the lateral length anisotropic surface is cau
by the same growth mechanism but with different strength
the x andy directions.19 Therefore, during growth, althoug
bothw andjx(y) are functions of growth time, the anisotrop
ratio does not change temporally. As a result the anisotr
of the demagnetizing factor will not change during the de
sition process.

Correlation length and scaling exponent anisotropy:Fi-
nally, in the case of the additional scaling anisotropy
roughness exponents, we have20

^uh̃~k!2u&5
A

~2p!5

2jxjyw
2G~1/21ax!G~1/21ay!

~11jx
2kx

2!1/21ax~11jy
2ky

2!1/21ay
, ~17!

with ax and ay being the roughness exponents along thx
andy axes, respectively. Therefore, we obtain

Nxx'
jxjyw

2G~1/21ax!G~1/21ay!

pd E
0

2p

duE
0

kc

3
k2 cos2 u

~11jx
2k2 cos2 u!1/21ax~11jy

2k2 sin2 u!1/21ay
dk.

~18!

It was discussed in Ref. 20, for a scaling anisotropy surfa
the anisotropy is determined by the lateral correlation leng
jx , jy , and also the roughness exponentsax , ay . Figure 5
shows the numerically calculatedNxx and Nyy as functions
of ax for fixed ay: ay51 and ay50.5. Here jx5jy
550 nm,w51.0 nm, andd540 nm, respectively. The inter
section ofNxx and Nyy curves show thatNxx5Nyy only at

FIG. 4. Log-log plot of the ratio of in-plane demagnetizing fa
tors Nxx /Nyy as a function of the lateral correlation length rat
jx /jy for a lateral length anisotropic surface. Note that in this c
the ratioNxx /Nyy does not depend on the roughness exponenta.
t
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ax5ay , while for ax,ay we have Nxx.Nyy and vice
versa. Moreover, Fig. 6 shows how the general anisotr
affects the in-plane demagnetizing factors forjx5150 nm,
jy550 nm, ay50.5; andjx550 nm, jy5150 nm,ay50.5.
Obviously, for jx.jy , the intersection ofNxx and Nyy
curves shifts to smallerax , while for jx,jy , the intersec-
tion shifts to largerax .

IV. MAGNETIC FILMS WITH DOUBLE
ROUGH BOUNDARIES

In this section we concentrate on how the cross corre
tion of the two rough boundaries affects the demagnetiz
factors. For simplicity we will consider only isotropic roug
boundaries. In this caseNxx5Nyy , andNxx can be expressed
as

e

FIG. 5. Semilog-log plot of the in-plane demagnetizing facto
Nxx and Nyy as functions ofax for a scaling anisotropic surface
Here jx5jy550 nm anday is fixed for ~a! ay50.5, and~b! ay

51.0.

FIG. 6. Semilog-log plot of in-plane demagnetizing factorsNxx

andNyy as functions ofax for a scaling anisotropic surface. Her
ay50.5 is fixed for ~a! jx53jy5150 nm, and ~b! 3jx5jy

5150 nm.
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Nxx'
~2p!5

2dA E dkk2@^uh̃1~k!u2&1^uh̃2~k!u2&

22e22dk^h̃1~k!h̃2~2k!&#. ~19!

Effects of in-phase and out-of-phase boundaries:First, we
consider a simple case in whichh156h2 , i.e., the two
rough boundaries are totally correlated: the positive sign
the negative sign represent the surfaces which are exa
in-phase and exactly out-of-phase, respectively. The in-p
demagnetizing factor can be written as

Nxx'
aw2

2d E
0

kc j2k2~17e22dk!

~11j2k2!11a dk. ~20!

In Fig. 7 we plot the demagnetizing factorNxx as functions
of both the lateral correlation lengthj with w51.0 nm, d
510 nm, and film thicknessd with w51 nm, j520 nm for
an in-phase cross correlation and an out-of-phase cross
relation, respectively. Clearly the demagnetizing factor of
in-phase boundaries is less than that of the out-of-ph
boundaries.Nxx still decreases monotonically with increa
ing both the lateral correlation lengthj and film thicknessd.
However, for large roughness exponentsa~51!, the demag-
netizing factorNxx for the in-phase boundaries is signifi
cantly smaller than that for the out-of-phase boundariesj
increases for a fixed film thickness, see Fig. 7~a! or as d
decreases for a fixedj, see Fig. 7~b!. Moreover, both the
behaviors ofNxx versusj andNxx versusd for the in-phase
boundaries obviously deviates from the inversely prop
tional behavior with film thickness. Quantitatively, for th
out-of-phase boundariesNxx}j20.85 andNxx}d21.1 . As the
value of the roughness exponenta decreases, theNxx vs j
and Nxx vs d behaviors for both the in-phase and out-o
phase boundaries becomes similar.Nxx overlap with each
other for small exponentsa and the inverse dependence ov
the lateral correlation lengthj, Nxx}j21, and film thickness
d, Nxx}d21 recover.

FIG. 7. Log-log plot of the demagnetizing factorNxx as a func-
tion of ~a! the lateral correlation lengthj with w51.0 nm, d
510 nm, and~b! film thicknessd with w51.0 nm,j520 nm for an
in-phase cross-correlation and an out-of-phase cross-correlatio
d
tly
e

or-
e
se

-

r

Dynamic growth effects:In the following we consider
how the dynamic growth will affect the demagnetizing fa
tor. Since the growth starts from a rough substrate initia
the cross-correlation coefficient between the growth fr
and the substrate is positive, but less than 1, as shown in
Appendix B. Therefore, the ultimate effect of the cross c
relation is to reduce the demagnetizing factor. A simple c
is to consider the linear dynamic growth as shown in E
~B8! and ~B9! in Appendix B, where the in-plane demagn
tizing factor can be written as

Nxx'
1

2Ft E dkk2F ^uh̃2~k!u2&~122e2Fkte~7nk22kk4!t

1e2~7nk22kk4!t!1D
e2~7nk22kk4!t21

7nk22kk4 G . ~21!

For the linear dynamic growth equation shown in Append
B, d5Ft with F being the film growth rate. Here we hav
Ft@w1(t) in order to satisfy the perturbation condition
Equation ~21! shows that the substrate effect decreases
least according tot21, but the effect of the growth front is
determined by the growth mechanism. According to the d
cussion in Sec. III A, for a dynamic scaling growth front, th
change ofNxx caused by this front evolved ast2b2b/a21

where usually 11b/a22b,1. Therefore, after a certain
time, the change of demagnetizing factorNxx is dominated
by the surface roughness contribution. Figure 8 plots theNxx
as a function of the growth timet for the Mullin’s diffusion
growth mechanism starting from a rough surface witha51,
w55, j520 for different F and D values: ~a! F51.0, D
51.0; ~b! F55.0, D51.0; and~c! F55.0, D55.0. Under
the same growth mechanism we also plot theNxx as a func-
tion of the growth timet starting from a smooth surface. On
can see that asF increases,Nxx decreases, and the differenc
of Nxx between the rough substrate and smooth subst
becomes large. AsD increases, the difference ofNxx be-
tween the rough substrate and smooth substrate beco

FIG. 8. Log-log plot of theNxx as a function of growth time for
a self-affine rough substrate witha51, w55, j520 for differentF
andD values:~a! F51.0, D51.0; ~b! F55.0, D51.0; and~c! F
55.0, D55.0.
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small, andNxx increases. Initially, the behavior ofNxx versus
growth time t is greatly influenced by the substrate roug
ness, as shown in Fig. 8 theNxx versus time for a rough
substrate does not parallel that of a smooth substrate. H
ever, after a long time, the surface growth dominatesNxx .
The change of substrate morphology also affects the de
mination of the relationshipNxx versust. If the substrate has
a very long correlation length compared to its interfa
width, then the substrate almost has no effect on the t
behavior ofNxx . The change of the substrate roughness
ponenta also affects the absolute value ofNxx , but not as
dramatic as the affect of the surface roughness exponen
discussed in Sec. III A.

V. DISCUSSIONS OF THE RESULTS IN CONNECTION
WITH EXPIREMENTS

As we discussed above, the demagnetizing field chan
the field strength inside the magnetic material. The magn
field inside the material can be written asH5Happ2Hd

5Happ2N¢ •M . For an isotropic surface, one can prove th
the nondiagonal componentsNxy , Nyz , andNzx of the de-
magnetizing tensorN¢ are equal to zero. The actual dema
netizing field depends on the diagonal componentsNxx ,
Nyy , andNzz of N¢ , that is

Hx5Happ,x2NxxMx0 , Hy5Happ,y2NyyM y0 ;

Hz5Happ,z2NzzMz05Happ,z2~12Nxx2Nyy!Mz0 .
~22!

Therefore, if the in-plane demagnetizing factor increases
order to achieve the same magnetic field inside the mate
one needs to increase the applied field. In the same time
out-of-plane demagnetizing field will decrease, which resu
in the decrease of the applied out-of-plane field. Imme
ately, one can connect this with the coercivity measurem
of rough thin magnetic films. If we assume that during t
thin-film formation, the film remains as a single doma
structure and the magnetic energy is dominated by
magnet-static energy, then the actual coercivity of the film
fixed. Under this assumption, if the roughness of the film
changed, then the applied field corresponding to the real
ercivity field also changes. According to Eq.~22!, for the
in-plane coercivity measurement, the apparent coercivity
change linearly with the in-plane demagnetizing factor.
other words, if the change of apparent coercivity has no
lation to the demagnetizing factor, then the magnetizat
mechanism of the thin film may be different, i.e., the a
sumptions for a single domain and a dominate magnet-s
energy are broken.

Connections with experiment:Experimentally the genera
trends for the magnetic thin films are that the apparent c
civity increases with film roughness,5–10 which seems to
agree with our above simple argument. In fact, the situa
is more complicated: the increase of surface roughness
not guarantee the increase of the demagnetizing factor
general one tends to use the interface width~root-mean
square roughness! w to measure how rough the surface is:
w is large, then the surface is rougher. However, through
discussion in Sec. III, we have demonstrated that the dem
-
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netizing factor depends not only onw but also on the film
thicknessd, the lateral correlation lengthj, and the rough-
ness exponenta ~if the surface is self-affine!. Take an ex-
ample of the noise-driven growth discussed in Sec. III A. W
know from the dynamic scaling theory that the interfa
width grows asw}tb, where in generalb.0.15 That is, with
the increase of growth time, the surface becomes roug
However, from our discussion in Sec. III A, the in-plane d
magnetizing factor scales with the growth time asNxx(yy)
}t2b2b/a21, where the exponent usually is negative. That
the demagnetizing factor decreases with the growth tim
This demonstrates that the increase of surface roughnes~w!
does not mean the increase of the demagnetizing fac
However, if the growth is in mound formation, as discuss
in Sec. III B, the increase of roughness can indeed incre
the demagnetizing factor. Therefore, the relation between
roughness and the demagnetizing factor is more depen
on the growth mechanism, or the detailed morphology of
surface; so does the apparent coercivity, given that the film
a single domain. Nonetheless, how does the detailed m
phology of the surface affects the apparent coercivity w
not considered in most experiments.6–8,10Only a few experi-
ments relate the change in coercivity to the change of
interface widthw. Recently, some detailed works have be
performed.5,9

Experiments of Co films:In the following we shall discuss
the connection of our theory and our experimental wo
First, we examine the single rough boundary. For Co ult
thin films deposited on atomically smooth Cu substra
Jianget al. found that the apparent coercivity increases wh
the Co thickness increases from 1 to about 7 ML, and
creases slightly when Co grows beyond 7 ML thick.5 In ad-
dition, they measured the detail surface morphology para
eters~Table I in Ref. 5a! using high-resolution low-energy
electron diffraction. One thing quite obvious is that the i
terface widthw almost does not change for the thickne
measured, but both the lateral correlation lengthj and the
roughness exponenta have more dramatic change. From 3
25 ML, a decreases from 0.95 to 0.54, andj decreases from
285 to 94 Å. They used Schlo¨mann’s theory to estimate th
in-plane demagnetizing factor, and concluded that the
magnetizing factor decreases as the film thickness increa5

However, the absolute value of the demagnetizing facto
quite small, which cannot contribute to the change of
coercivity. Using roughness data in Table I of Ref. 5~a!, we
calculated the demagnetizing factor of the ultrathin Co fi
as a function of the thickness using Eq.~6! and the result is
plotted in Fig. 9. Except for thicknessd,10 ML, the demag-
netizing factor increases with the film thickness. The sl
change of the demagnetizing factor in the small thickn
regime is probably due to that the small roughness appr
mation (w!d) does not apply here. This trend of the dema
netizing factor as a function of film thickness is opposite
the behavior of the apparent coercivity, which suggests
the magnet-static energy may not play an important role
these ultrathin films. In fact, the absolute value of the dem
netizing factor is also quite small, which supports this poi

Finally, we discuss the double rough boundary case
detailed experiment of Co films deposited on plasma etc
Si~100! substrate was performed by Liet al.9 The substrates
were first plasma etched for various time periods, then ab
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970 Å Co films were deposited simultaneously on those s
strates. Both substrate morphology before film deposit
and the Co film morphology after deposition were measu
by atomic-force microscopy, and the roughness parame
analyzed from height-height correlation functions we
found to be correlated in-phase approximately. Therefo
Eq. ~20! can be applied for this case. In Fig. 10 we plot t
demagnetizing factors of the Co film as a function of t
substrate etching time using both Eq.~20! and Schlo¨mann’s
approximation. Clearly Schlo¨mann’s approximation gives
much larger demagnetizing factor and the demagnetiz
factor increases with the etching time. However, Eq.~20!
shows that the demagnetizing factor increases from 1 to
min, then decreases after that. In fact, fort.30 min, where
the interface widthw.440 Å, the small roughness perturb
tion is not valid becausew is comparable to the thicknessd.
Going back to Eq.~5!, we can actually expect a smallerN
than the value calculated in Fig. 10. This result is consis
with the measured apparent coercivity, which shows a m
mum around 20 min, and then decreases later in Ref. 9~b!.
However, the roughness-dependent demagnetizing fa
cannot explain the behavior after 40 min.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we studied in detail the influence
surface/interface roughness on the demagnetizing factor
thin magnetic film for a wide range of rough morphologie
Moreover, the formalism was extended to account for fil
with film/substrate and film/vacuum rough interfaces by ta
ing into account interface cross correlation effects. The
lowing concludes our findings.

~a! For a film with a single self-affine rough boundary, th
in-plane demagnetizing factorNxx(yy) is proportional to the
interface widthw square and to leading order is inverse
proportional to the lateral correlation lengthj. The roughness
exponenta is also shown to greatly affectNxx(yy) in such a
manner that the demagnetizing factor can increase two or
of magnitude asa decreases from 1 to 0.

~b! For a film with a single mound boundary,Nxx(yy) is
inversely proportional to the apparent correlation length, a
also depends on the ratio of the two different lateral leng

FIG. 9. The in-plane demagnetizing factor of the Co film as
function of thickness calculated using Eq.~6! from the data in Table
I of Ref. 5~a!.
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the average mound separation and the randomness co
tion length.

~c! An anisotropic surface morphology can induce anis
tropic in-plane demagnetizing factors in such a manner
the demagnetizing anisotropy can be magnified drastically
morphological anisotropy. More precisely, the ratio of late
demagnetizing factorsNxx /Nyy as a function of the latera
correlation length ratiojx /jy appeared to rotate by 90 de
grees with respect to surface morphology anisotropy. T
in-plane demagnetizing factor anisotropy and the late
length scale anisotropy were found to obey the relat
Nxx /Nyy}(jx /jy)

21.7, implying that the slight anisotropy o
surface morphology will be enlarged in the in-plane dem
netizing effect.

~d! Finally, we considered the case of films with tw
rough boundaries where we investigated how the cross
relation of the two rough boundaries affects the in-plane
magnetizing factors. The demagnetizing factor of in-pha
boundaries is less than that of the out-of-phase bounda
The thickness and correlation length dependence of the
eral demagnetizing factorNxx(yy) depends strongly on the
corresponding roughness exponent. Indeed, for large rou
ness exponentsa ~51!, the demagnetizing factorNxx(yy) for
the in-phase boundaries is significantly smaller than that
the out-of-phase boundaries. Moreover, the behavior
Nxx(yy) versusd andj for the in-phase boundaries obvious
deviates from the inversely proportional behavior with fil
thickness, insteadNxx(yy) varies asNxx}d21.1, and Nxx
}j20.85. However, as roughness exponenta decreases, the
Nxx(yy) vs d and j behaviors for both in-phase and out-o
phase boundaries become similar and overlap with e
other and the inverse dependence overd andj resumes. Con-
nections with thin-film growth mechanisms were also e
plored and strongly influence roughness induced demag
tizing effect.
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FIG. 10. Log-log plot of the in-plane demagnetizing factor as
function of the substrate etching time for the Co film using Eq.~20!
and Schlo¨mann’s approximation.
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APPENDIX A

Calculation of demagnetizing factors:In this section we explain briefly the algebra that leads to the final expressions fo
demagnetizing factors; in-plane and out-of-plane. From Eqs.~1! and ~2! we obtain the self-energy

Wx52
1

2
M0xE drE dz

]FM

]x H uS z1
d

2
2h2~r ! D2uS z2

d

2
2h1~r ! D J

5
1

2
M0xE dr FFMS r ,

d

2
1h1D ]h1

]x
2FMS r ,2

d

2
1h2D ]h2

]x G
5

1

2
M0xE drE dr 8H ~]h1 /]x8!M0x1~]h1 /]y8!M0y2M0z

A~r2r 8!21@h1~r !2h1~r 8!#2
2

~]h2 /]x8!M0x1~]h2 /]y8!M0y2M0z

A~r2r 8!21@d1h1~r !2h2~r 8!#2 J ]h1

]x

2
1

2
M0xE drE dr 8H ~]h1 /]x8!M0x1~]h1 /]y8!M0y2M0z

A~r2r 8!21@h2~r !2h1~r 8!2d#2
2

~]h2 /]x8!M0x1~]h2 /]y!M0y2M0z

A~r2r 8!21@h2~r !2h2~r 8!#2 J ]h2

]x
.

~A1!

The expression forWy is similar toWx . For Wz , we have

Wz52
1

2
M0zE drE

2d/21h2

d/21h1
dz

]FM

]z
52

1

2
M0zE dr FFMS r ,

d

2
1h1D2FMS r ,2

d

2
1h2D G

5
1

2
M0zE drE dr 8H ~]h2 /]x8!M0x1~]h2 /]y8!M0y2M0z

A~r2r 8!21@d1h1~r !2h2~r 8!#2
2

~]h/]x8!M0x1~]h1 /]y8!M0y2M0z

A~r2r 8!21@h1~r !2h1~r 8!#2 J
1

1

2
M0zE drE dr 8H ~]h1 /]x8!M0x1~]h1 /]y8!M0y2M0z

A~r2r 8!21@h2~r !2h1~r 8!2d#2
2

~]h2 /]x8!M0x1~]h2 /]y8!M0y2M0z

A~r2r 8!21@h2~r !2h2~r 8!#2 J . ~A2!

SinceW5(4pdA/2)M•N¢ •M ,11 whereA is the average flat surface area, we have

Nxx5
1

4pdA E drE dr 8H ~]h1 /]x8!~]h1 /]x!

A~r2r 8!21@h1~r !2h1~r 8!#2
2

~]h2 /]x8!~]h1 /]x!

A~r2r 8!21@d1h1~r !2h2~r 8!#2

2
~]h1 /]x8!~]h2 /]x!

A~r2r 8!21@h2~r !2h1~r 8!2d#2
1

~]h2 /]x8!~]h2 /]x!

A~r2r 8!21@h2~r !2h2~r 8!#2J , ~A3!

Nzz5
1

2pdA E drE dr 8H 1

A~r2r 8!21@h1~r !2h1~r 8!#2
2

1

A~r2r 8!21@d1h1~r !2h2~r 8!#2

2
1

A~r2r 8!21@h2~r !2h1~r 8!2d#2
1

1

A~r2r 8!21@h2~r !2h2~r 8!#2J . ~A4!

HereNxx , Nyy , andNzz are the diagonal components of the demagnetizing tensorN¢ . A similar calculation can be applied t
the nondiagonal componentsNxy , Nyz , andNzx . If we assume the surface roughnessw is much smaller than the film thicknes
d(w!d), then the roughness can be treated as a small perturbation. In this limit the in-plane demagnetizing factorNxx can be
approximated as

Nxx'
1

4pdA E drE dr 8H ~]h1 /]x8!~]h1 /]x!1~]h2 /]x8!~]h2 /]x!

ur2r 8u
2

2~]h2 /]x8!~]h1 /]x!

A~r2r 8!21d2 J . ~A5!

Upon substitution of the Fourier transforms from Eqs.~2!–~4! we obtain
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E drE dr 8
K ]hi

]x

]hi

]x8L
ur2r 8u

52E drE dr 8E dkE dk8
kx

2

ur2r 8u ^h̃i~k!h̃i~k8!&exp~2 ik•r2 ik8•r 8!

52
~2p!4

A E drE dr 8E dk
kx

2

ur2r 8u ^uh̃i~k!u2&exp@2 ik•~r2r 8!#

5~2p!5E dk
kx

2

k
^uh̃i~k!u2& ~A6!

and

E drE dr 8
~]h1 /]x!~]h2 /]x8!

A~r2r 8!21d2
52

~2p!4

A E drE dr 8E dk
kx

2^h̃1~k!h̃2~2k!&exp@2 ik•~r2r 8!#

A~r2r 8!21d2

5~2p!5E dkkx
2^h̃1~k!h̃2~2k!&E

0

`

dR
RJ0~kR!

AR21d2

5~2p!5E dk
kx

2

k
e2dk^h̃1~k!h̃2~2k!&. ~A7!
ro
.
te
-
c
h

,

ef.

-
t.
Substituting Eq.~A6! and Eq.~A7! into Eq. ~A5!, we obtain
the expression for Eq.~6!.

APPENDIX B

In this appendix we consider a general case of the c
correlation betweenh1 and h2 due to dynamic roughening
We assumeh2 to be the initial height in a rough substra
and h1 the growth front following certain growth mecha
nisms. The simplest case is to assume that the growth me
nism is linear. Then the equation of the growth front roug
ening can be written as

]h1

]t
5Lh11h, ~B1!

whereL is the linear operator, andh is Gaussian white noise
satisfying the relations

^h~r ,t !&50,

^h~r1 ,t1!h~r2 ,t2!&52Dd~r12r2!d~ t12t2!. ~B2!

Performing a Fourier transform of Eq.~B1!, one obtains the
solution forh1 in Fourier space18

h̃1~k,t !5E
0

t

h̃~k,t8!eL̃~k!~ t2t8!dt81h̃2~k!eL̃~k!t. ~B3!

Since ^h̃2(k)h̃(k8,t)&50, the cross correlation ink space
can be written as

^h̃1~k,t !h̃2~k8!&5
A

~2p!5 eL̃~k!t^uh̃2~k!u2&d~k1k8!. ~B4!
ss

ha-
-

In addition,

^h̃1~k,t !h̃1~k8,t !&5
A

~2p!5 Fe2L̃~k!t^uh̃2~k!u2&

1D
e2L̃~k!t21

L̃~k!
Gd~k1k8!. ~B5!

For simplicity, we adapt the linear model discussed in R
18, the linear operatorL has the form

L56n¹22k¹4, ~B6!

or alternatively ink space

L̃~k!57nk22kk4. ~B7!

k is proportional to the surface diffusion coefficient. For1n
we have the case of stable growth~noise induced roughen
ing! with n proportional to the surface tension coefficien
For 2n we have the case of unstable growth~unstable
mound formation! due to the diffusion~Schwoebel! barrier.
Therefore, we obtain

^h̃1~k,t !h̃2~k8!&5
A

~2p!5 e~7nk22kk4!t^uh̃2~k!u2&d~k1k8!,

~B8!

and

^h̃1~k,t !h̃1~k8,t !&5
A

~2p!5 Fe2~7nk22kk4!t^uh̃2~k!u2&

1D
e2~7nk22xk4!t21

7nk22kk4 Gd~k1k8!.

~B9!
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